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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE

TAMESIDE AND GLOSSOP INTEGRATED CARE

NHS FOUNDATION TRUST BOARD

HELD ON 27 OCTOBER 2016

Present Position

Mr P Connellan Chair

Ms K James Chief Executive

Mrs C Yarwood Director of Finance

Mrs T Cavanagh Director of Operations

Mr B Ryan Medical Director

Mrs P Jones Chief Nurse

Ms A Higgins Non-Executive Director

Mrs A Dray Non-Executive Director

Mrs J Soboljew Non-Executive Director

Ms T Kalloo Non-Executive Director

Mr M Taylor Non-Executive Director

In Attendance

Ms A Bromley Director of Human Resources

Mrs G Parker Director of Estates & Facilities

Mr T Neve Company Secretary

Mrs Jean Hurlston Lay Advisor to Tameside and Glossop CCG

173/16 Apologies

No apologies were received.

174/16 Patient Story

Mrs Jones introduced the patient story about an inpatient on ward 45 and her

rehabilitation story following a stroke.

Mrs Cavanagh commented that the stroke standard on the quarterly update of the

Performance Report has seen an improvement.

The Board discussed and noted the patient story.

175/16 Declaration of Interests

There were no declarations of interests.
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176/16 Action Log

Mrs Yarwood provided an update for action point 140/16.

Ms Kalloo provided an update for action point 31/16.

Mrs Cavanagh provided an update for action point 136/16.

The action log was discussed and noted.

177/16 Minutes of the meeting held on 29 September 2016

The minutes of the meeting held on 29 September 2016 were approved as an

accurate record with the following amendments;

The first paragraph on page 1 of Minute 151/16 should read ‘a dual registered senior

nurse/social worker’

178/16 Matters arising

There were no matters arising from the previous meeting.

179/16 Chairs Report

Mr Connellan gave a verbal report covering the following topics;

 Integrated Care Developments

 CCG to meet bi-monthly

 Care Together Board to meet quarterly

 Recruitment of the new Chair for Stockport FT

 Modern Day Slavery Legislation

 Sustainability and Transformation Plans

 GM Health and Social Care Partnership Board

The Board discussed and noted the Chairs report.

180/16 Chief Executive’s Report

Ms James invited questions and comments on the Chief Executives report which

included the following items;

 NHSI Quarterly Submission

 Single Oversight Framework

 A&E Performance

 Training/Student places for Doctors

 New Birth Compensation Scheme

 Consultant Admiral Nurse Appointment
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In response to a question from Mrs Soboljew regarding retaining trained doctors, Mr

Connellan advised that doctors will be obligated to remain with the Trust for a

minimum of three years.

In response to a question from Mrs Dray regarding workforce planning in order to

support doctors training, Ms Bromley advised this is not an immediate requirement

as trainees can take up to 10 years to come through therefore allowing sufficient

time to put appropriate processes in place.

In response to a question from Mrs Dray regarding the Government compensation

scheme, Mrs Yarwood advised there is currently a consultation underway regarding

CNST contributions which will take this into account.

Mrs Jones advised the Board that the HALS service won a Nursing Times Award for

enhancing patient care.

Mrs Soboljew commented that the A&E 4 hour standard is not a sustainable target.

Ms James described some of the changes in processes relating to the A&E target

which could improve the performance. There are no plans to change the A&E

standard.

The Board discussed and noted the Chief Executive’s report.

181/16 Integrated Quality Report

Mrs Cavanagh introduced the Integrated Quality Report which provides the Trust

Board with an overview of the Trust’s performance across a range of quality and

operational indicators for the month of September 2016 and year-to-date

performance. The Trust is reporting compliance with the Monitor Risk Assessment

Framework for September data. With effect from 1st October the Single Oversight

Framework will come into operation.

Mr Ryan advised Board that the CQC have indicated that the Trust mortality review

process is deemed to be of a high standard and the work on data quality is ongoing.

Mrs Cavanagh and Mr Ryan summarised the main issues and questions were invited

on the following exception reports:

Cancer 62-day target

Four-hour wait/ambulance handover

Inpatient summaries and outpatient clinic letters

In response to a question from Mr Connellan regarding monitoring expected and
actual discharge dates and their achievement, Mrs Cavanagh explained the process
of setting a discharge date. There is no automated system in place to verify if
patients exceed their discharge dates.
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Mr Taylor gave assurance to Board that all necessary measurements have been put
into place to address the potential A&E 4 hour breaches in Q3 and Q4. The standard
was discussed at Finance and Performance Committee in September where a
summary overview and detailed presentation was delivered.

In response to a question from Mr Taylor with regards to funds being withheld from
Trusts who have breached the standard, Mrs Yarwood explained that funds will be
withdrawn from Trusts and re-distributed in a targeted way.

Mrs Soboljew enquired if Board could be provided with a report to show what the
percentage difference the additional bed capacity will make including any impact on
discharges to Community Services, Mrs Cavanagh confirmed this would be possible.

In response to a question from Mrs Higgins regarding receipt of national or local
information for winter pressure planning, Ms James explained that the Trust
forecasts demand using historical information.

In response to a question from Mrs Higgins regarding low vacancy levels in nursing
homes and examining appropriate admissions and length of stay, Mrs Cavanagh
advised that as a part of the transformation process there is a project with a focus on
care homes and how the Trust can better support the ongoing management of
residents using digital technology.

In response to a question from Mrs Soboljew regarding the implementation of a fully-
electronic solution for ED discharges, Mr Ryan confirmed this would be a part of the
Lorenzo system.

In response to a question from Ms Kalloo regarding the results from the internal audit
for mandatory training, Ms Bromley explained the internal processes being put into
place to provide full data reporting.

Mrs Jones commented that the Quality Dashboard indicates no cases of MRSA for
September which is incorrect, this should state one case.

Mrs Cavanagh advised Board following correspondence from NHSI that there is an
expectation that bed occupancy in organisations will be at 85% from mid-December
through to January 2017. Following a meeting with Jon Rouse an update will be
brought to Board.

The Board discussed and noted the exception reports within the Integrated Quality

Report.

182/16 Hard Truths Safe Staffing Report

Mrs Jones introduced the Hard Truths Safe Staffing report. The overall Trust

position for September was a Registered Nurse/Registered Midwife average fill rate

of 88.5% during the day and 97.5% at night and a Care Staff Average Fill rate of

99.6% during the day and 112.4% at night.
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Mrs Jones summarised the report and questions were invited from the Board.

In response to a question from Ms Kalloo regarding connections between staffing

and incidents, Mrs Jones confirmed there are no connections or areas of concern to

report. One area has reported work pressures partially around 12 hour shifts which is

being addressed.

Mr Taylor commented that it would be useful to have sight of a report showing staff

retention and exiting staff figures. Mrs Jones confirmed this can be included in the

report. Ms Bromley advised that a project has been developed to review the exiting

interview process.

The Board discussed and noted the Hard Truths Safe Staffing Report.

183/16 Finance Report

Mrs Yarwood introduced the Finance Report and informed the Board that the deficit

for the five months to September 2016 is £9.3m which is broadly in line with the plan.

The Trust is forecast to meet the plan of £17.3m deficit by the end of the year.

The full year target for agency staffing set by NHS Improvement is £12.5m, the year-

end expenditure forecast is £13.5m, work is ongoing to mitigate this spend.

The financial forecast assumes £6.5m of Sustainability and Transformation funding

and is currently assuming the Trust will not deliver the trajectory for the 4 hour A&E

standard in Q3 and Q4 resulting in a loss of STF income.

Mrs Yarwood summarised the risks to the Trust financial position and advised that

significant mitigation plans are in place including identification of an additional £1m

savings.

Mrs Cavanagh assured Board that the additional £1m savings should not have an

impact on the quality of service delivered to patients as a result; the saving

opportunities are based around non-stock management not a reduction in service.

In response to a question from Mrs Soboljew regarding identifying further

efficiencies, Mrs Yarwood advised that a significant number of procurement schemes

have been put into place and additional governance to ensure these schemes are

efficient.

In response to a question from Ms Kalloo regarding having confidence that the Trust

has the continued governance to keep the procurement savings recurrent, Mrs

Yarwood explained that the systems and processes put in place will become the

controls for the future to ensure recurrent savings.
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Mr Ryan commented that clinical engagement on procurement decisions and control

mechanisms of new products was important including the prompt sign off for

products which produce savings.

In response to a question from Mrs Dray regarding staff awareness of the Valuing

Care – every patient every pound matters programme, Mrs Yarwood advised that

training courses for staff budget holders covering all aspects of financial

management have taken place. Mrs Yarwood explained that discussions have taken

place with the Commissioner regarding using Valuing Care branding across the

whole economy.

A brief discussion took place with regards to the internal processes put into place for

patients to provide feedback regarding cost efficiencies.

The Board discussed and noted the Finance Report.

184/16 Significant Risk Report

Ms James introduced the Significant Risk Report. The report provides details on all

identified significant risk exposure through the Risk Register and Board Assurance

Framework across services provided by the Trust.

There were two new significant risks to report;

Risk CR4103 in relation to the ability of Tameside and Glossop Community Nursing

Service to meet current demand impacting on service delivery. A piece of work has

been undertaken to explore options in service provision to mitigate the risk. The risk

will be reviewed by the Service Quality and Operational Governance Group.

Risk 4158 in relation to the transfer of microbiology laboratory to Manchester Royal

Infirmary to begin earlier than anticipated and relates to IT issues with Telepath and

ICNet connectivity. The scoring has not yet been determined.

There has been a reduction in score for risk CR3572 relating to the realisation of

industrial action may result in reduction in the provision of services and delivery of

care from 25 to 15.

There has been an increase in score for risk CR4012 relating to Banking Trojans

using Locky Ransomware to 20.

There were no other risks to note.

The Board discussed and noted the Significant Risk Report.
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184/16 Community Services Update

Ms James introduced the Community Services Update. The report provides the Trust

Board with an update on the status of the Community Services in terms of the

leadership structure and performance following transfer into Tameside and Glossop

Integrated Care NHS Foundation Trust in April 2016.

Ms James provided an overview of the reporting covering;

 Management arrangements

 Emis Community Electronic Patient Record System

 Neighbourhood Integration

 Community staffing levels

 Performance

In response to a question from Mrs Higgins regarding participation in the staff survey

for community staff, Ms Bromley confirmed that community staff have participated in

this year’s survey and data is being collated.

In response to a question from Mrs Soboljew regarding assurances that community

staff are sighted on the standards and values of the Trust, Mrs Jones advised that

plans are in place to ensure any issues are addressed.

In response to a question from Mrs Dray regarding the new IT system and

information sharing with partners, Mrs Cavanagh confirmed that a business case is

underway to include interoperability between all the systems which will be presented

to the Care Programme Board in November.

In response to a question from Mr Connellan regarding the age profile and skill mix

of the community staff, Ms Bromley advised that age profile data is currently

available however the skill mix data will be reviewed as part of the transformation

process.

In response to a question from Mr Connellan regarding the status of community staff

mandatory training compliance, Ms Bromley advised that due to different timeframes

realignment processes have been put into place and monthly monitoring of training

and appraisals is ongoing.

A brief discussion took place regarding the potential efficiencies for mobile working

and a clinical based system.

Mrs Higgins commented that it may be beneficial to look at efficiencies processes

being used in home care services linking up with clinical needs.

Mrs Parker gave assurance to Board that the project team working on the Emis

system are classifying groups of staff to determine appropriate needs and support.
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Mr Ryan stated that community teams are mobile staff who require improved IT for

constructive mobile working.

The Board discussed and noted the Community Services Update.

185/16 GM Sustainability and Transformational Plan

Mrs Yarwood introduced the GM Sustainability and Transformational Plan which

updates the Trust Board on the process to agree the Investment Agreement with GM

to receive transformational funding of £23.2m and the conditions including the Trusts

obligations to the agreed funding.

Tameside and Glossop CCG will be the body required to sign the investment

agreement on receipt of the transformational funds which will include a back to back

agreement between the CCG and the Trust regarding the resources used.

The funding will support the delivery of six transformational schemes; these schemes

in total will deliver financial savings across the health and social care economy of

£16.8m.

The Trust will be expected to confirm commitment to deliver nine national must do’s

as part of the investment agreement, including the implementation of the seven day

service requirements. There is a financial cost to fully implement seven day services

therefore linking the agreement to full delivery of these will present a risk of

continued transformational funding to the Trust.

Mrs Yarwood stated that the programme director for Care Together is coordinating

the work on the investment agreement and an update will be available by 7

November. The detailed investment agreement requires sign off by 20 November

therefore will not be available to present back to Board. The Board therefore is asked

to delegate authority to the Chief Executive and Director of Finance to sign the back

to back agreement with the commissioners to align to the Investment agreement for

GM funding. Mrs Yarwood suggested that the draft agreement is circulated to Board

members in order to discuss electronically any issues associated with the

agreement. Comments received from Board members will be fed into the review and

sign off.

In response to a question from Mrs Higgins regarding monitoring arrangements of

the agreement including the implementation of a capability assessment, Mrs

Yarwood advised that further clarification of the capability assessment is required

and the monitoring arrangements will be undertaken by the Care Together

Programme Board. Mrs Yarwood concluded that the GM performance management

arrangements are moving towards an economy wide performance management

system therefore NHSI and NHSE will jointly meet with Local Authorities, Clinical

Commissioning Groups and Foundation Trusts to review performance.
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In response to a question from Mrs Cavanagh regarding influencing levels of

performance, Mrs Yarwood advised how each of the schemes have costs and

benefits attributed to them and explained the total level of funding is the aggregated

amount from each scheme. Further understanding of the measures of performance

against these schemes is necessary.

In respect of an email consultation for the draft agreement and delegating authority

to the CEO and Director of Finance the Board agreed a ‘Confirmed’ response.

The Board discussed and noted the GM Sustainability and Transformational Plan

and the appropriate delegated authority.

186/16 Operational Planning Process 2017/18-18/19

Mrs Yarwood introduced the Operational Planning Process report which highlights

the timetable for the delivery of the operational plan for 2017/18 and 2018/19 which

has been discussed in depth at Finance and Performance Committee meetings.

Mrs Yarwood informed Board that control totals for Providers need to be agreed by

24 November 2016.

Board was asked to approve the proposal to delegate authority for approval of the

final operational plan to the Finance and Performance Committee in December in

order to meet the submission deadline of 23 December 2016. All Non-Executive

Directors were invited to attend the meeting.

Mrs Yarwood recommended that the draft operational plan and control totals are

discussed at Finance and Performance Committee in November where all Board

members will be invited to attend.

Ms James expressed the importance of a thorough discussion for the final plan and

encouraged all Board members to attend the Finance and Performance Committee

meeting.

A brief discussion took place regarding the reprioritising of meetings and Board

agreed to stand down Finance and Performance Committee on 22 November to hold

a Board meeting.

Following a request from Mr Connellan to elaborate on the connection between the

Trust control total and Greater Manchester Health and Social Care Devolution, Mrs

Yarwood explained that NHSI agreed that indicative control totals would be produced

for each Greater Manchester Trust which would be aggregated to a Greater

Manchester control total. The Provider Federation Board disapproved of this process

and suggested within the first year of operation for individual providers to agree their

control totals with NHSI and when agreed an aggregated control total would be

created for Greater Manchester. The Provider Federation Board would liaise with the

Chief Officer of GMCVO to reach an operational agreement.
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The Board approved the delegation of authority to the Finance and Performance

Committee of the final Operational Plan.

187/16 Corporate Objectives Six Month Review

Ms James introduced the Corporate Objectives Six Month Review. The six

Corporate Objectives allows Board to measure performance against key outcomes

and progress has been reported as good across all six.

Ms James summarised the review and invited questions from the Board.

The Board discussed and noted the Corporate Objectives Six Month Review

188/16 Quality and Governance Committee

Ms Kalloo introduced the Quality and Governance Committee Summary Aggregated

Learning Report. The report provided an update to Board in respect of the recent

CQC inspection.

Ms Kalloo summarised the report and invited questions from the Board.

In response to a question from Mr Connellan regarding the transfer of DNACPR (Do

Not Resuscitate) patients in the Stamford Unit, Ms James explained that currently

patients with a DNR cannot be transferred until a whole system approach is devised.

This is being addressed by the Chief Nurse in collaboration with the Medical

Directors

In response to a question from Mr Connellan regarding the current status for

replacement of the Liverpool Care Pathway (LCP), Mrs Jones advised that the Trust

were commended by the Care Quality Commission (CQC) for End of Life Care

Pathway.

The Board discussed and noted the Quality and Governance Committee Summary

Aggregated Learning Report.

189/16 Audit Committee

Mrs Dray introduced the minutes of the Audit Committee held on 23rd August 2016

and invited questions from the board.

Mrs Dray provided a verbal update on the following issues raised at the meeting in

October;

 Review of the Terms of Reference

 Register of Interests

 Agency Cap Assurance

Ms James stated that elements of the agency cap will report directly to Board via the

Audit Committee
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The Board discussed and noted the minutes of the Audit Committee held 23rd August

2016

190/16 Finance and Performance Committee

Mr Taylor provided a verbal update on the following issues discussed at the October

meeting;

 Agency Cap

 Trust Efficiency Programme

 Internal Audit on TEP

 Theatre Utilisation

Mr Taylor advised that a full update on agency caps was provided at the October

meeting showing that the overall trends over the last three months has been a

downward trajectory. A health warning over the latest data due to a change in the

managed service used to capture the data may not have captured all the information

therefore providing limited assurance this month. Mr Taylor provided the assurance

that continued efforts by HR and Finance are being made. With new efficiencies

being introduced it is hoped that the agency costs will be contained within the

£12.5m target by the year end.

Mr Taylor advised a presentation on Medical and Clinical support mitigation plans

was delivered and it is expected that the new initiatives may generate efficiencies of

at least £800k and possibly as much as £1.1m in this financial year. This will not

have an adverse impact on patient safety or services as the majority of the initiatives

are driven out of better stock controls, particularly in Pharmacy. Whilst there are still

challenges around the £7.8m Trust Efficiency Programme target, assurances have

been provided that the new initiatives will limit the risk for this year.

The internal audit report from MIAA confirmed “significant assurance” around the

TEP process. Given that this is a new process, this is a very pleasing outcome.

Minor action points recommended will be progressed and monitored by Finance and

Performance Committee.

Mr Taylor advised there has been good progress in respect of theatre utilization. The

capped utilization rated an increase to 91.6% which is the best it has been over the

last 12 months. This excellent outcome was achieved by the efforts of the team in

conjunction with assistance from an external contractor. The contractor has

requested to use the Trust as a case study and be put forward for an HSJ award.

191/16 Any other Business

There was no other urgent business.
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192/16 Date and Time of next meeting

The next meeting will be held on Thursday 1st December at 9.30 am in the Silver

Springs Board Room.

193/16 Special Resolution

Special Resolution: (Section 1 (2) Public Bodies {Admission to meetings} Act 1960)

The Board passed a special resolution to exclude the representatives of the press

and members of the public from the remainder of this meeting having regard to the

confidential nature of the business to be transacted, publicity on which would be

prejudicial to the public interest.

Addendum to Minutes – 1st December 2016

In respect of an email consultation for the draft investment agreement and delegating

authority to the Chief Executive and Director of Finance, Board agreed to meet on 22

November to discuss.


